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Length Exception I get an attribute error for my code. Line length is exceeded due to some of my functions in it but I don't know why.. print_logo =
FileLog.lnformat("/dev/null", "*", "*", "*", "*") def print_filename(filename): print_logo.write(filename+" ") def print_size(): print_logo.write("Height :

"+str(info['height'])) print_logo.write("Width : "+str(info['width'])) print_logo.write("Dpi : "+str(info['dpi'])) print_logo.close() FileLog.lnformat(filepath,
"*", "*", "*", "*") print("n") print("") print_size() Error.. AttributeError: 'type' object has no attribute 'write' A: Your print_size function is returning before
it executes the print_logo.write line. So, there is no need for the final statement to be called. Also, to create a new file at the given location use open()

instead of write() >>> # new file >>> from os
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